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As a doctoral student in Educational Technology Leadership at New Jersey City 

University (NJCU), I learned to be a transformational leader in the field of Educational 

Technology.  James MacGregor Burns, a political sociologist, defined transformational 

leadership as, “a process whereby a person engages with others and creates a connection that 

raises the level of motivation and morality in both the leader and the follower” (Northouse, 2013, 

p.162).  Transformational leaders have the following characteristics: dominant, influential, self-

assured, resilient moral values, good role model, express confidence, and motivate followers 

(p.165).  These characteristics exemplify the concept I aim to embrace. Throughout the past year 

in the program, I became more confident, strengthened, encouraged, and empowered to try new 

projects, be a facilitator, do various presentations, have a voice, and interact with my new 

community of practice (Cohort 5).  I learned the significance of group work, patience, respect, 

and communication with the other cohort and instructors.  We became a strong community of 

practice that strived to improve our skills and shared common accomplishments, goals, 

objectives, dedications, and passions in a collaborative approach (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p.98).   

The preparations that I have taken to be a leader were mostly based on my leadership and 

services, and progress toward completing the program.  I also documented my professional 

growth in my digital portfolio: www.aminatabambaadewumi.com.  My portfolio consists of three 

main component groupings of the Educational Leadership Program: Fundamentals of 

Educational Technology Leadership, Theory and Practice, and Scholarship and Research. My 

portfolio was organized into six different courses for each component.   

The Fundamentals of Educational Technology Leadership have the following graded 

assignments courses: EDTC 801 Summer Institute I, EDTC 802 Principles of Educational 

Technology Leadership, and EDTC 804 Global Issues in Educational Technology Leadership.     

http://www.aminatabambaadewumi.com/
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In the Summer Institution I course, my digital portfolio or individual showcase and Cohort 5 

showcase projects were creative, memorable, and enthusiastic.  My contribution for the group 

showcase was to take pictures of our experience during Summer Institution I and developed 

videos for Cohort 5 (e.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGwR0698szE). These pictures 

and videos were uploaded on individual and group portfolios: www.5starcohort.com. Similarly, 

my professional growth plan reflected on my services and leadership projects in the field of 

Educational Technology. Some of my leadership and services were presenting at NJ Maker 

Summit on EV3 Lego Mindstorms and at Hudson County Community College (HCCC) on 3D 

printer in 2017. I was also a facilitator for the EDTC technology day on wearable technology, 

Girls for STEM, Gamified Scavenger Hunt day, and NJ Hack-A-Thon in 2017-2018. I became a 

judge for the CODiE Award and the IEEE TALE Review Committee in 2018. I attended a 

workshop on Education in China presented by Dr. Jan and a presentation by Mr. Etienne Wenger 

in 2018.  For the other courses, the literature review projects and group project on Cybersecurity 

were very noteworthy because they taught me to write relevant literatures and do various 

researches on robots and global education technology. I had some weaknesses when I was 

examining literature review articles for my global project because there were not many studies 

done on online learning in my two West African countries, Cote d’Ivoire and Ghana.   

The Theory and Practice have the following courses: EDTC 805 Cross-discipline Studies 

in Technology and EDTC 807 Implementation and Evaluation of Curriculum. I learned to write a 

white paper proposal for an institution in West Africa about using adaptive learning assessment 

technology in their classroom. I had a lot of fun working with Emily Vandalovsky and Carol 

Munn on the emerging technology project about computational thinking, robotics, and coding: 

http://prezi.com/rkfeui2hzxyt/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy . At first, I did not 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGwR0698szE
http://www.5starcohort.com/
http://prezi.com/rkfeui2hzxyt/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
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know much about computational thinking and coding; after the project, I was able to have a 

better understanding and the importance of coding.  Each component for the Prezi presentation 

shared common threads for a well-organized collaboration, presentation, contribution, research, 

and team effort. My BAACE theme park project was one of my favorite project because I was 

able to talk about the six gaps in mathematics (e.g. knowledge, skills, motivation, habits, 

environment, and communication gap) using Julie Dirksen (2006) book, Design for how people 

learn. Designing the park was one of my strength for the program because it allowed me to be 

creative and explore new concepts of using technology to learn.  

The Scholarship and Research have the following courses: EDTC 803 Data Analysis and 

Report Writing and EDTC 806 Research Methods in Educational Technology Leadership. The 

museum project allowed me to be imaginative, innovative and creative. I was able to design and 

describe my new exhibit called Hurri-Robo which is a robot that warned individuals about the 

coming of a hurricane in New Jersey, so that we will not have another Hurricane Sandy disaster.  

Hurri-Robo encouraged young kids to discover, explore, and learn about natural disaster. Every 

project in the Research Methods in Educational Technology was very important and crucial 

because it taught me how to use ProQuest for many of my research studies; learned about 

quantitative, qualitative, and mixed method research.  My weakness was doing the researches; 

however, as I learned to navigate and read more research studies, I learned to understand the 

importance of the program.  

Finally, Toh et al. (2016) stated that using technology in the classroom is an important 

instructional tool for students. Furthermore, using technology was observed as an important 

instrument to develop and promote group and problem-solving skills, and collaboration (Toh et 

al., 2016).  My vision for the next year will be inspirational, instructional, encouraging, and 
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motivating in the field of technology.  I will continue my coursework for the program and 

become a Full-Time instructor in Mathematics.  I will be able to present in Educause conference 

and be a facilitator; publish a Mathematics research study article in the American Mathematics 

Society. I will be a judge in the CODiE Awards and I will work on my dissertation on 

Mathematics Adaptive Learning assessment in Higher Education. 
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